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Life is not a series of random events but is orchestrated through a set of natural laws that govern life

on Earth. Once we understand these laws, we will have a better understanding of how life works.

Once we understand how life works, we can make it work for us instead of against us. This book is

a guidebook intended to offer knowledge that you can use throughout life. If I could sum up this

entire book in one statement, it would be: Your mind is literally shaping the world around you.
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I have been studying the Hermetic principles and the law of attraction for many years now and Love

this little book I spent eight hundred bucks on books on  last year and this is my first book review.

Wonderful job you have taken the Master Key, Kyablion and other great works and put them into a

simple easy to read book. Hats off to you sir the only thing I don't like is the fact that you wrote the

same book I was attempting to write LOL Back to the drawing board.

Justin, you did a great job for your first book! Congratulations! I loved it. It was on point, to the "t",

just as I expected it to be. I follow you on YouTube and listen to almost everyone of your podcast,

videos, interviews etc. I now know and truly believe that life is what you make it. This book supports

my belief way before I even knew what the law and attraction was. It's a easy read. Not long at all. I

definitely would like a audio version of this book so I can listen to at my convenience so that way I

can lock in all this good stuff in my subconscious. Thanks again. Happy fan!



I liked the book. The bullet point presentation was a little weird at first but by the end of the book I

liked it. Each little idea a cubbyhole unto itself but all working together. I was able to pick and

choose the ones that resonated most with me and highlight them for later reading on my notes to

solidify what I already learned. The reason I gave four stars instead of five was there are quite a few

grammatical/spelling errors in here and it made the read difficult at times because it would stop me

in my tracks. It's not too hard to figure out what was meant to be said but taking the time to do so

distracts from the reading.

Author lives by example in creating the largest self help channel on Youtube,which offers the best

service for all of us wanting to gain this type of knowledge. This book can be read within hours and

he does offer a few gems,this is a condensed version on the Law of Attraction,which makes it easy

to have as a brain refresher to keep you on track and not have to shell out a fortune on other

books,so called gurus or fluff books that just want to hock their products. This is his first book,and

yes there are some misspelled words,other than that,glad to have in my collection of books.

I've been looking for some sort of source that explains universal laws straight to the point, so I'm

glad this book showed up.It was a fast and easy read, and it's easy to turn back to the book and

refer to something if you forget it.Very interesting, really motivational.

Quality-wise, I'd give this thing 2 stars: many spacing errors and grammatical errors, plus this copy

does not have page numbers! You'd have to flip around to revisit certain chapters.Content: Bullet

point format (good), drawn from many existing sources. I'd recommend the reader to read Think and

Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill, the original bible of the Law of Attraction, which presents the material

in the correct proportions that gets you to think properly AND go through the actions to get what you

want. New-age interpretations rely too much on the mental and spiritual, and too little on the logic

and actions involved. You need a balance of both.There are many pseudoscience examples

scattered throughout, which the book can do without and still get the message across. I don't have a

gripe with the original message of positive thinking and believing that you can manifest what you

really want in life. But don't blindly believe everything you hear or see without checking out the facts

for yourself.Overall, I still think it's a good book for the beginner on their spiritual journey, someone

who wants to make their life better. It delivers a nice clear message on how to fine-tune your

thoughts everyday.



This is my new bible! It has everything clear and straight! Thank you so much for putting all the

great knowledge you have learnt throughout the years into this ebool that i can carry it everywhere i

go! I will reread it all the time! This is my fav book ever thank you so much

I love, love, love this book. How much do I love this book? Even though I have been reading it for

free via the KindleUnlimited program, I bought it anyway. I love the bullet point presentation. Yes, it

is a compilation of many works and ideas that are out there, but that's what makes it a good book to

have on hand. It's a an easy read that gets to the point. Thank you! :)
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